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does this query SELECT rating, COUNT(*) AS c FROM vw_promo WHERE
date = '1/10/2012' the same as SELECT rating, COUNT(*) AS c FROM
vw_promo WHERE date = '1/10/2012' AND WHERE rating = 0 how to make
it so it will actually work and do both functions? A: SELECT rating, COUNT(*)
AS c FROM vw_promo WHERE date = '1/10/2012' OR rating = 0; It will
return the rows which match either condition, putting it in logical order.
Donald Trump on Monday condemned the Pittsburgh Synagogue massacre
and praised… Read more Read more Trump said he is "condemned to take all
necessary actions to confront this violent epidemic of anti-Semitism and the
threats of violence it poses." "Just look at the condemnation coming out of



Germany," Trump said. "And we have a mayor that has been very strong in
condemning it." ADVERTISEMENT Trump said he was "proud to be a
unifier," but has called for unity "under one flag and one country." "We don't
want to be a nation of people that are divided," he said, adding that there is a
distinction between the anti-Semitism in the present, like that demonstrated
in Pittsburgh, and the problem that led to the destruction of the Jewish
people in World War II. "But you have to stop the poison," he said. "These are
sick people." He said that anti-Semitism is f988f36e3a
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